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Dear Dr. Wehrli, Dr. Kottmann and Members of the Board:
White Tale Holdings (“White Tale”), an investment partnership jointly held by Corvex and
40 North, currently owns approximately 50.1 million shares or 15.1% of Clariant AG (“Clariant”),
making it the company’s largest shareholder. As you know, we have attempted to work
constructively with you and your advisors over the past two months, out of the public spotlight,
to better understand the Board’s questionable logic in pursuing Clariant’s proposed merger with
the Huntsman Corporation (“Huntsman”). Unfortunately, we remain convinced, and increasingly
so, that the proposed merger is detrimental to Clariant shareholders. It both significantly
destroys existing Clariant shareholder value and prevents Clariant from pursuing multiple
alternative and immediate opportunities to unlock value for its shareholders.
To be clear:
1. The proposed transaction has no strategic merit and is a complete reversal of your own
publicly-stated strategy of becoming a pure-play specialty chemicals company. After a
decade of transforming Clariant’s portfolio toward higher-margin specialty products, you
would immediately undo all of that work by taking Clariant back to being an unfocused
and commodity-oriented business with increased volatility and a lower market multiple.
This runs counter to both your own stated goals for the company and industry trends
toward specialization.
2. The terms of the proposed merger significantly undervalue Clariant’s shares while they
simultaneously overvalue Huntsman at the peak of its cyclical commodity business
cycle.
3. The Board plans to cede operational control of one of the industry's most prized
specialty chemicals companies for no control premium to Huntsman's management,
demonstrating a severe lack of due diligence with regard to Huntsman’s operational
track record.
4. The company’s rationale for the transaction appears to be adding scale for scale’s sake
and relying completely on the resulting cost synergies. We believe that approximately
CHF 300 million of the ambitious CHF 400 million in potential cost synergy could be
achieved by Clariant alone through a robust cost optimization plan without giving away
nearly half of that value to Huntsman shareholders.

